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OVERVIEW
An unauthenticated remote XML External Entity processing vulnerability has been discovered by
researchers of Applied Risk. This affects the Schneider Electric SoMachine Basic 1.6.0 software, used in
PLC configuring and developing automation machinery. Currently, there are no known public exploits
targeting this vulnerability in said solution.

AFFECTED PRODUCTS
EcoStruxure Machine Expert product range; SoMachine Basic;
The following versions are affected:


SoMachine Basic 1.6.0 build 61653



SoMachine Basic 1.5.5 SP1 build 60148

The vulnerability has been discovered and validated on SoMachine 1.6.0 build 61653 and SoMachine
Basic 1.5.5 SP1 build 60148. Older versions are probably affected too.

IMPACT
An unauthenticated user can craft a malicious project and/or template file that will enable her to read
arbitrary files within the context of an affected system allowing disclosure of valuable information via out of
band channels. An attack could include disclosure of sensitive local files including password data, private
user data or relative paths in the system identifier.

BACKGROUND
Schneider Electric SE is a European multinational corporation that specializes in energy management,
automation solutions, spanning hardware, software, and services. SoMachine is a professional, efficient
and open Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) software solution that aides you in the developing,
configuring and commissioning of the entire machine in a single environment including logic, motor control,
HMI and related network automation functions.

VULNERABILITY DETAILS
XML External Entity (XXE) Processing
The application suffers from an XML External Entity (XXE) vulnerability using the DTD parameter entities
technique resulting in disclosure and retrieval of arbitrary data on the affected node via out-of-band (OOB)
attack.
The vulnerability is triggered when input passed to the XML parser is not sanitized while parsing the XML
project and/or template file. This attack can also be used to execute arbitrary code (in certain
circumstances, depending on the platform) or cause a denial of service (DoS) condition (billion laughs) via
a specially crafted XML file including multiple external entity references.

Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv3 score of 8.6 for this vulnerability. The CVSS vector string is
CVSS:3.0/AV:L/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H.

MITIGATION
Schneider Electric addressed the reported vulnerability by releasing a new version (v1.6 SP1) update for
the affected software. Customers should update to the latest version to prevent any potential future
exploitations. The updates are available at the following link:
https://www.schneider-electric.com/en/download/document/SoMachineBasicV1.6SP1/
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